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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose of this Statement

1.1.1

This Design and Access Statement (DAS) has been prepared by Parsons
Brinckerhoff on behalf of Northamptonshire County Council (NCC) in respect of the
proposed A43 Moulton Bypass, Northamptonshire. The proposed scheme is to
improve the A43 between Northampton and Kettering, and is referred to subsequently
as the ‘proposed Bypass’.

1.1.2

This DAS explains the design for the proposed Bypass, and the principles and context
that have influenced the preferred design approach. It demonstrates how NCC has
considered design and access issues, and how consultation with stakeholders has
influenced the preferred design approach.

1.1.3

The proposed Bypass is located to north east of Northampton, east of Moulton and
north of Southfields and Round Spinney Industrial Estate. It will upgrade a section of
the A43 between Moulton and Round Spinney Roundabout to a 2.5km long dual
carriageway largely on a new alignment, with improvements to existing junctions, and
includes a new link road to Overstone – referred to subsequently as the ‘Overstone
Link’. The proposed Bypass will feature a dedicated bus lane, enabling direct access
to Moulton along the existing alignment of The Avenue.

1.1.4

The aim of the proposed Bypass is to support NCC’s aspirations for the sustainable
growth of Northampton while tackling issues associated with congestion along the
A43. The DAS examines how the proposed Bypass responds to these objectives,
whilst addressing other design and access issues.

1.1.5

The proposed Bypass will modify the existing alignment of the A43, will feature
improved junctions, and will reconfigure the minor rural road network. Figure 1.1
below identifies the existing A43 and associated roads in grey, the proposed Bypass
is represented in blue and red.

1.1.6

The general arrangement of the proposed Bypass is show on the following drawings:
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General Arrangement Sheet 1 of 4 287512A-HHE-PA-004;



General Arrangement Sheet 2 of 4 287512A-HHE-PA-005;



General Arrangement Sheet 3 of 4 287512A-HHE-PA-006; and



General Arrangement Sheet 4 of 4 287512A-HHE-PA-007.
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2

ASSESSMENT

2.1

Physical Context
The Site

2.1.1

The application site, is located on the north eastern edge of Northampton and due
east of the village of Moulton. The proposed Bypass runs broadly parallel with and to
the east of the existing A43 of its route extending out to about 0.5km from the existing
A43 carriageway at its furthest east.

2.1.2

The proposed Bypass will divert traffic on the existing A43, and will cross six adjoining
minor roads that connect Moulton with Northampton, and the nearby villages of
Overstone and Sywell. These roads are Thorpeville Road, Park View Road, Kettering
Road, The Avenue, Overstone Lane and Sywell Road.

2.1.3

The area of the route is predominantly in agricultural use, made up of large scale
rectangular fields enclosed by hedgerows, interspersed with mature trees. Trees are
prominent boundary features and while much of the farmland is dominated by large
arable fields with minimal hedgerows there are pockets of well wooded land and,
further to the east, parkland planting. There are no buildings present within the
farmland areas. The farmland may be sub-divided into three distinct parts. The
northern section north of Overstone Lane; the central section between Overstone
Lane and The Avenue; and the southern section south of The Avenue to Round
Spinney Industrial Estate and Southfields residential estate.

2.1.4

Mature trees around the edges of fields and alsong the existing roads are a particular
feature of note in the landscape. In particular, the proposed Bypass crosses
Overstone Lane and The Avenue (See Figure 2.3), which are bounded by an avenue
of mature trees, several of which are identified for their value, and protected by a Tree
Preservation Order. Mature woodland plantations on the western side of the A43
between Overstone Road and Sywell Road screen views of the existing road from
properties on the eastern edge of Moulton.

Figure 2.1 Existing junction between A43 Kettering Road and Overstone Lane
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Figure 2.2 Round Spinney Roundabout
Surrounding Area
2.1.5

The Northampton Sensitivity and Green Infrastructure Study (Living Landscapes
Consultancy Ltd 2009) describes the landscape in the vicinity of the proposed site as
being of ‘low to medium sensitivity’ and therefore less sensitive to change. Due to the
surrounding landscape features and topography, the site has a high level of visual
containment although this diminishes to the north.

Figure 2.3 Agricultural Land and Overstone Lane
2.1.6

The western boundary of the site is demarcated by the existing A43 Kettering Road
and residential properties, located to the east of the existing carriageway. The village
of Moulton is located to the west of the proposed Bypass, and the Moulton Parish
boundary extends to include properties on both sides of the A43, and to the south to
the urban edge of Northampton.

2.1.7

To the north of the site, the landscape is characterised by open agricultural land
comprising large scale fields primarily used for arable crops. The rectangular fields
are enclosed by mechanically trimmed hedgerows / hedgerow trees. A power line lies
roughly parallel with the eastern boundary of the existing A43 at a distance of
approximately 0.7km.

2.1.8

Land to the east of the proposed Bypass comprises arable farmland and Cowpasture
Spinney, a mature belt of woodland that lines the course of a small meandering
stream. Further east is the village of Overstone and Overstone Park that includes a
golf course. Overstone Park is an established park with mature woodlands and a lake.
It includes a privately owned hotel, 18 hole golf course and various indoor and
outdoor leisure facilities.
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2.1.9

The southern end of the site lies between residential properties on the northern edge
of Northampton, and the northern edge of Round Spinney Industrial Estate where it
crosses through an area of woodland and former allotments/rough ground. The
southern boundary of the site is enclosed by a mature belt of tree and shrub planting.
It lies in an urban fringe context and is influenced by the existing urban area of
Northampton, which comprises residential development, main roads / Round Spinney
Roundabout (A43 / A5076 junction), and Round Spinney Industrial Estate.
Overstone Leys Development

2.1.10

Overstone Leys, the Northampton North Sustainable Urban Extension (Overstone
Leys Development, or Northampton North SUE) is one of the sites identified within the
West Northamptonshire Pre Submission Joint Core Strategy and forms one of the
strategic urban extensions for Northampton. A planning application was submitted to
Daventry District Council (DDC) on the 31/10/2013, under application number
DA/2013/0850, and is currently being considered by DDC.

2.1.11

The Overstone Leys Development site is 113 hectares of land situated on the
northern edge of Northampton and on the eastern side of the A43about 6.7km from
Northampton town centre. The village of Moulton lies immediately to the west, and the
villages of Overstone and Overstone Park lie to the east. Adjoining the southern
boundary of the Overstone Leys Development is the urban edge of Northampton and
in particular Round Spinney Industrial Estate and Southfields residential area.

2.1.12

The proposed Overstone Leys development will include a total of up to 2,000
2
residential units, up to 5,000m of B1(c) employment floorspace, a three form entry
2
Primary School for 630 pupils, up to 2,450m of Local Centre Retail and other
community facilities. The Indicative Masterplan, which shows the proposed Bypass
within the Overstone Leys Development, is shown in Figure 2.4, below.
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Figure 2.4 Overstone Leys Indicative Masterplan
2.2

Social Context
Pedestrians and cyclists

2.2.1

The proposed Bypass has been designed to consider the needs and desires of all
user groups including pedestrians, cyclists and disabled people. It does not cross any
existing Public Rights of Way, however the existing roads do include pavements, and
are suitable for use by cyclists.
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2.2.2

An existing footpath and bridleway runs north of the proposed Bypass, connecting
Holcot to Overstone and Moulton. The footpath runs along the northern boundary on
a south-east - north-west alignment to the A43. The path continues towards Holcot.

2.2.3

A range of accessibility improvements to the existing pedestrian and cyclist facilities
will be forthcoming as part of a separate planning application, and associated with the
Overstone Leys Development. The improvements will include measures to encourage
walking and cycling within the Proposed Development. These on-site measures
include:


A comprehensive network of footways, footpaths and cycleways. These routes
will prioritise pedestrians and cyclists over general vehicle traffic.



Direct links to off-site pedestrian and cycle connections, such as the shared
footways / cycleways along the A43 Bypass.



The provision of four Toucan crossings around the site to strengthen links to
Moulton in the west.

Public Transport
2.2.4

Currently there is limited public transport on the A43.

2.3

Economic Context

2.3.1

The proposed Bypass is a key part of NCC and DDC plans for future growth in the
area, and also to improving economic links between Kettering and Northampton. NCC
recognises that the existing A43 between Kettering and Northampton is an
exceptionally busy route between the county’s two largest towns and requires
improvement.

2.3.2

The proposed Bypass will upgrade this section of the A43 to a dual carriageway, and
will support the delivery of the A43 Kettering to Northampton congestion improvement
scheme, which is identified in the Northamptonshire Local Transport Plan (2012). The
Local Transport Plan indicates that the Council is working with the Northamptonshire
Partnership Enterprise boards to bring forward schemes, such as the dualling of the
A43 between Kettering and Northampton, stating:
Improved accessibility and mobility will be key to economic growth and
prosperity. It will enable businesses to benefit from efficient logistics, access
new markets for their goods and services, improve productivity, and draw on
a wider pool of labour, skills and training. This involves making the network fit
for purpose, filling infrastructure gaps, optimising the use of the network,
making it safe, and ensuring that low carbon modes are more attractive and
easier to use.

2.3.3

About 20,000 vehicles use the A43 each day and significant traffic congestion occurs
along the route during the morning peak hour period for traffic heading south towards
Northampton. As a result, the Council has been exploring options to reduce
congestion and travel time. The proposed Bypass is the conclusion to that process.

2.3.4

The proposed Bypass will also serve as the main access for the allocated residential
development, North Northampton SUE, and the outline planning application (LPA Ref:
DA/2013/0850) for the residential development (2000 houses), including a new road.
The proposed Bypass forms an essential part of the SUE, as it will be the main
arterial route through the development. The proposed Bypass is identified in the West
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Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy (JCS), which recommends the provision of “43
corridor mitigation measures and provision of required highway infrastructure
including a new road through the SUE from Round Spinney roundabout to Overstone
Road, and improvements to Round Spinney roundabout”.
2.4

Planning Policy Context

2.4.1

A review of planning policy is provided in Section 2 of the Planning Statement and is
therefore not reproduced here in detail.
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3

INVOLVEMENT

3.1.1

Previous public consultation on the subject of a masterplan for the wider North
Northampton SUE has been carried out by the Council and the developer Barrett
Homes. This consultation took place in response to the submission of a Masterplan
as part of an outline planning application (DA/2013/0850) that has been submitted for
the development of the site. The Consultation Report DA/2013/0850 identified that
highways issues were the main subject of concern for respondents, these issues were
addressed in 38% of the written responses.

3.1.2

In February and May 2013 Barratt Homes held workshops and an exhibition,
respectively, to introduce the proposed development at Overstone Leys, which
highlighted the A43 Moulton Bypass. Although the bypass formed part of the planning
application, it did not include the detailed road design at that time.

3.1.3

Further public consultation in support of the planning application for the proposed
Bypass has been carried out. This consultation involved two public exhibitions in
Moulton and Overstone in December 2014. The public exhibitions were attended by
NCC (the Highways Authority), the contractor Balfour Beatty, and the design
consultants Parsons Brinckerhoff.

3.1.4

Proposal information leaflets were delivered to residents living in close proximity to
the proposed Bypass. This included properties along the existing A43, Moulton
Village, Overstone and Sywell.

3.1.5

A formal consultation period will commence following submission of this planning
application to NCC as the planning authority. The full application details will be
available to view in the Planning and Environment section of the NCC website and
hard copies will be available to view at the County Council offices by appointment.

Figure 3.1 Public Exhibition
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4

EVALUATION

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

The following section discusses the alternatives which were considered for relieving
congestion on the A43 and explains how the proposed Bypass was selected. This
section also summarises the different alignment options which were explored by the
design team and why the adopted alignment was chosen.

4.2

Development of Alternatives

4.2.1

WSP were commissioned by NCC to undertake a study of the A43 Northampton to
Kettering corridor and to assess different options which were derived through
consultation with stakeholders, in order to come up with an option or a package of
small options to implement to improve the study area.

Figure 4.1 Alternatives Study Area
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4.2.2

The historic proposals for an A43 Moulton Bypass and dualling of the A43 between
Moulton and Broughton were developed by the then Department of Transport in the
late 1980s when the A43 was a trunk road. Work on developing the scheme ceased
in the mid-1990s when the Trunk Roads Programme was reduced, and the road was
de-trunked in September 2001, when it became the responsibility of the County
Council.

4.2.3

In September 2007, the County Council Cabinet agreed that the A43 between
Northampton and Kettering should be one of the next major road schemes to be
developed. An option appraisal criteria form was created using the Department for
Transport’s (DfT) ‘Delivering a Sustainable Transport System’ Report and criteria that
was derived from the stakeholder meetings. The appraisal matrix was based on the
following 11 criteria;

4.2.4



Accessibility – Improve access from villages to key services;



Congestion – Improve journey times;



Connectivity – Improve links between Northampton, Kettering and Corby;



Economy – Improve access to Moulton Park and Sywell Aerodrome;



Environmental – impacts on local biodiversity, archaeology, noise, air quality and
water resources;



Growth – Support housing and employment growth;



Maintenance – Reduce maintenance costs;



Modal-Shift – Encouraging increase in sustainable transport;



Rat-Running – Discourage heavy traffic from using villages;



Safety – Reduce number and severity of accidents; and



Severance – Easier movement to/from villages either side of A43.

27 options including options derived from from consultation with stakeholders were
assessed against these criteria, giving a final score for each option where the higher
the score, the better the scheme. The 27 options are listed below:
1.

Dualling the A43;

2.

Round Spinney grade-separated junction;

3.

Close road from Hannington to A43;

4.

Implement an overtaking ban;

5.

Clearer signing and lining to improve traffic flow;

6.

Divert Overstone crossroads traffic to Moulton roundabout;

7.

Stop access to villages to prevent rat-runs;

8.

Moulton traffic control - stop people using the route to Moulton village (except
for access to Moulton College);

9.

Implement Moulton Bypass;

10.

Intermittent crawler lanes or passing places along the route could solve the
issue of overtaking HGVs;

11.

Improve cycle routes (facilities, safety and definition);
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4.2.5

12.

Direct bus from Northampton to Kettering like the X4 (careful assessment
needs to be carried out as to where buses pick up and set down passengers);

13.

Put in pavements to encourage walking; and improve walking facilities,
especially in the Isham and Little Harrowden area, encouraging children to
walk to school;

14.

Have a bus service for Moulton College;

15.

Free school transport needed to reduce school run traffic ;

16.

Implement a commuter bus service from 07:00 – 10:00 and then from 16:00 –
19:00;

17.

Bus priority along the A43;

18.

Put in average speed cameras along the route so traffic flows at the same
speed (like Bedford Road);

19.

Implement a lower speed limit on the A43 (to equalise traffic speeds and
improve traffic flows);

20.

Variable speed limits should be put in;

21.

Use coloured tarmacing and hatching as a road surface at junctions and laybys to make it safer;

22.

Traffic lights should be put in at side roads along the route;

23.

Adding extra lanes to Round Spinney roundabout to increase capacity

24.

Remove traffic lights from Round Spinney roundabout;

25.

Dual Great Billing Way A5076 and Billing Lane to improve links from the A43
to the A45 before Round Spinney roundabout;

26.

Implement a park and ride service into Northampton;

27.

Implement Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).

To view a copy of the A43 Northampton to Kettering Option Appraisal Report (2009),
along with the criteria form, please refer to Appendix 3.
Preferred Option

4.2.6

Based on scoring alone the top three best schemes were:


Option 11 – Improve Cycle Route on A43;



Option 13 – Improve walking facilities in villages surrounding the A43; and



Option 9 – Moulton Bypass.

4.2.7

It was noted that Moulton Bypass would not be possible without implementing some
improvements to Round Spinney roundabout as capacity problems would emerge.

4.2.8

Existing improvement works to Round Spinney roundabout are due for completion in
2015.

4.3

Bypass Alignment Options

4.3.1

An alignment for the scheme was first prepared by consultant Peter Brett Associates
(PBA) on behalf of the Overstone Leys developer to inform the development layout
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and access points. This alignment was prepared with some limited consultation with
NCC as the highway authority, but was not approved or fixed as part of this process.
However, this PBA alignment was taken as the starting point for development of the
final alignment and was reviewed by the project team in conjunction with NCC
highways development control officers.
4.3.2

The review confirmed that the alignment was broadly acceptable but that two key
areas should be reconsidered, where the carriageway was in close proximity to
existing properties. These instances are detailed below.

4.3.3

The original PBA alignment through the pinch point (area where the alignment passes
between Round Spinney Industrial estate and properties on Thorpeville) sought to
avoid encroachment into private land ownership; to achieve this no footway was
included on the western side of the road or provision of space for a noise barrier.
Alternatives were considered that reduced the width of the central reserve and altered
the approach radii to provide width for both a footway and noise barrier to the west of
the carriageway. However, an alignment that provided suitable non-motorised
facilities and provision for noise mitigation whilst also achieving acceptable highway
design criteria was not achievable. The final alignment through the pinch point
extends into private land on both the eastern and western extents to provide the
desired and deliverable highway. Figure 3.1 shows the original alignment, alternatives
developed and the final alignment in comparison with the original and alternative
alignments.

4.3.4

The extent of the highway on the northbound approach to the new Moulton
roundabout was in close proximity to the property boundary of Byways, Overstone
Lane. Due to the potential of impacts of noise it was considered that alternative
alignment to increase the distance of the highway from the property and provide
space for noise mitigation should be reviewed. Two alternative alignments were
prepared, the first providing an average distance between the property boundary and
highway of approximately 15m and the second an average distance of approximately
10m. On review the option providing a clearance of 10m from the property boundary
was chosen for the final alignment as it provides sufficient room to include a bund to
reduce noise impacts whilst minimising a reduction in developable area. Figure 3.2
identifies the original alignment, alternatives developed and the final alignment in
comparison with the original and alternative alignments.

4.3.5

The Overstone Link Road was only shown in outline within the PBA design and on
review was shown to clash with an existing overhead electricity pylon. Consequently
the alignment of this link was revised for the final alignment to avoid this clash and
provided suitable clearance for working space.
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5

DESIGN

5.1

The Bypass

5.1.1

The total length of the proposed Bypass is 2.5km, from Round Spinney Roundabout
to a new roundabout that is proposed on the A43, north of Moulton (see Figure 1.1).

5.1.2

The main realignment will be on the section of the A43 to the north of the Round
Spinney Roundabout between the Round Spinney Industrial Estate and the
Overstone Road/A43/Overstone Lane roundabout. The existing carriageway will be
widened with a central reservation and relevant access junctions included.

5.1.3

The proposed Bypass will also involve improvements to a 250m section of the
existing A43 between the Overstone Road/A43/Overstone Lane roundabout, and the
northern access junction on the A43. This section is between the Overstone
Roundabout, and the proposed northern access junction of the Overstone Leys
Development. Further realignment and widening will take place to the north of the
Overstone Road/A43/Overstone Lane roundabout.

5.1.4

The proposed Scheme will also create a new road, referred to as the Overstone Link,
connecting the A43 with Sywell Road, and including a new arm of the Overstone
Lane/A43/Overstone Road roundabout. This link will be constructed at a later stage to
the main A43 Bypass.

5.1.5

The proposed Bypass will cut through The Avenue, which connects the existing A43
to Overstone Lane. Access will be stopped for all vehicles to the east of the Moulton
Bypass. On the western side, the Avenue will provide public transport only access
from the existing A43 to the Moulton Bypass.

5.1.6

The current Overstone Lane linking Moulton to Overstone will be closed for vehicles
to accommodate the Overstone Link route via Site Access 2.

5.2

Proposed Junctions

5.2.1

The new alignment of the A43 will be through the western side of the proposed
Overstone Leys Development and will provide access to the southern, central,
eastern and northern areas of the development. This will involve creating three new
junctions:


Site Access 1 (Village Avenue) is a new three-arm T-junction and is the most
southerly access.



Site Access 2 is a new four arm roundabout which would replace the existing
A43/ Overstone Road roundabout.



Site Access 3 is a new three arm roundabout and is the most northerly access.

5.3

Pedestrian and Cycle Routes

5.3.1

Cyclists and pedestrians have been considered carefully in the design. The main
objective of the pedestrian and cycle strategy is to deliver high quality walking and
cycling routes in the area which will support and encourage walking and cycling to onand off-site destinations. The measures that are proposed will support the measures
set out in the Overstone Leys Travel Plan.


As part of the construction of the new roundabout on the A43 / Overstone Road
(Site Access 2), new foot and cycle ways will be constructed along with two new
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Uncontrolled Crossings, linking Moulton with the proposed Overstone Leys
development.

5.3.2



A pedestrian /cycle priority corridor will be created in the corridor between
Thorpeville / Talavera Way and A43/Overstone Road.



Pedestrian and cycling connectivity across the A43 will be improved through the
provision of regular controlled crossing points.



There will be a footway / cycle track running parallel to the proposed A43 Moulton
Bypass.

Three Toucan Pedestrian / Cyclist crossings will be included to facilitate connectivity
across the proposed Moulton Bypass, these will be:


On the new priority junction (Site Access 1).



Either side of the new roundabout on the A43 / Overstone Road (Site Access 2).

5.4

Public Transport

5.4.1

The proposed Bypass will support greater journey time, certainty and reliability, and
reduced congestion allowing service enhancements associated with adjacent
developments to be accommodated. The construction of the proposed Bypass would
have a beneficial impact on existing access to public transport.

5.4.2

The corridor between Thorpeville / Talavera Way and A43 / Overstone Road would
become a public transport priority road. A public transport-only access will be created,
enabling access from the proposed A43 alignment to Moulton via the Avenue.

5.5

Speed Restrictions:

5.5.1

The bypass has been designed with the intention of a 40mph speed limit being
imposed.

5.6

Dimensions

5.6.1

The proposed bypass will allow for pedestrian and cycling access along its route. A
typical cross section of the Bypass will consist of:







2m footway;
1m verge;
Two 7.3m of dual carriageway;
2m median;
3m verge; and
3m shared footway cycleway.
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Figure 2.3: Typical Cross Section

5.7

Noise Barriers

5.7.1

Following detailed noise modelling and consultation with local residents, barriers will
be included in the Bypass design. The location of these barriers is shown in Figure
2.4 below. The barriers are designed to mitigate increased noise levels to properties
located along the existing A43, Overstone Lane and the wider area.
Figure 2.4: Noise Barrier locations

5.7.2

The noise barriers have been specifically designed to suit their location and to
maximise noise mitigation. Figure 2.5 below shows the different noise barrier
sections. The cross section locations are according to those marked on the General
Arrangement Sheets listed in paragraph 1.1.6.
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Figure 2.5: Noise Barrier Cross Sections
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5.7.3

The noise barriers will consist of an earth bund with acoustic fencing. The heights and
gradients differ according to barrier location and engineering constraints.

5.8

Landscaping

5.8.1

There are two key landscape design principles that underpin the design for the
proposed Bypass. The first is to retain and protect as much of the vegetation which is
associated with the existing A43 as possible, including the hedgerows and woodland
that adjoin the site. The second is to carry out new mitigation and enhancement
planting to improve the landscape through the management of any retained areas of
vegetation or additional areas of new planting.

5.8.2

Existing vegetation both provides screening, and helps to filter views of the existing
trunk road from nearby residential properties and Public Rights of Way. This would be
achieved by minimising the working area during construction and by providing
adequate tree protection to avoid damage to the root systems of trees and shrubs to
be retained.

5.8.3

The proposed schedule of Landscape planting is shown on the Landscape Mitigation
Plans which accompany the Planning and Environmental Statements.

5.9

Appearance

5.9.1

The proposed Bypass is being constructed in a partly rural setting. However, the
entire area of agricultural land that the proposed Scheme will occupy has been
allocated for the development of the Northampton North SUE. The context within
which the proposed Scheme will take place is therefore considered to be suburban,
rather than rural. Landscape design and planting will also be undertaken as part of
the Overstone Leys Development, and the appearance and design of the Scheme
responds to this context.

5.10

Access
Construction

5.10.2

A Construction Access Strategy will be developed in detail once a contractor is
appointed to construct the road. An overview of the likely content of this strategy will
be included within the TA.

5.10.3

As part of the Construction Access Strategy, a Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) will be prepared. The CEMP will set out the Developer’s
aim to reduce the transport impacts of the construction traffic servicing the Site, and
the movements associated with construction waste. It will apply to all the individual
construction sites within the Development. This will include measures such as wheel
washing, restricted hours of operation and consolidated deliveries to mitigate the
impact of construction as much as possible.

5.10.4

The level of construction vehicle trip generation will be calculated based on an outline
programme and the routing of these vehicles to and from the development site will be
agreed.
Phase 1A

5.10.5

The first phase of works to complete the A43 Moulton Bypass (Phase 1A), the Round
Spinney Roundabout is currently underway and due for completion by spring 2015.
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5.10.6

It is expected that the remainder of the works will be undertaken in two further
phases, 1B and 2, due to funding and procurement constraints. Image 5 illustrates the
construction phasing.
Phase 1B

5.10.7

Phase 1B, consists of approximately 1,800m of new dual carriageway construction
from Round Spinney junction north to tie back into the existing single carriageway
A43 200m north of the current Moulton roundabout.

5.10.8

It is planned to split Phase 1B works into five stages. These are shown in Image 5
below:


Stage 1 – Main offline works;



Stage 2 – Moulton Roundabout;



Stage 3 – The Avenue;



Stage 4 – Southern tie-in; and



Stage 5 – Access points.

Stage 1
5.10.9

Includes all the works that do not impact on the operation of the existing highways, so
as to minimise the impact on the travelling public. Operations will start with stripping
and stockpiling topsoil, before proceeding to earthworks to create the formation of the
road construction and drainage ponds. The road will then be constructed along with
drainage pipes. Traffic signals, sign and street lighting will then be installed but not yet
be operational.
Stage 2

5.10.10

As above, all works that can be completed offline from the existing highway will be
undertaken first to minimise durations of road and lane closures. To construct the
changes to Overstone Road, Park View and the existing A43 a series of sequenced
diversions and alternative routes will be employed to maintain access throughout the
works. Road closures are only expected to be necessary for the final surfacing
operations, which would be undertaken at night.
Stage 3

5.10.11

Once the Moulton roundabout works are completed The Avenue will be stopped up to
through traffic and the dual carriageway section between Round Spinney and the
Moulton Roundabout completed.
Stage 4

5.10.12

Southbound traffic will be diverted on to the new bypass, which will provide space on
the existing A43 to permit works to proceed whilst maintaining a northbound
carriageway. A temporary northbound bus stop will be retained, whilst the southbound
bus stop will be relocated outside of the works area. The existing footpath between
the A43 and will closed, with a diversion in place during this stage of works.
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Stage 5
5.10.13

Consists of minor works to complete turning areas on The Avenue and Overstone
Lane, grass seeding, planting and commissioning traffic signals and street lighting for
operation.

5.10.14

Phase 1B construction is currently expected to commence in August 2015 and have a
duration of 45 weeks (approximately 11 months). Typical working days and hours are
expected to be Monday to Friday 07:00 to 18:00 and Saturday 07:00 to 13:00.
Phase 2

5.10.15

Commencement of Phase 2 construction is subject to funding decisions and
procurement processes. Once the work has commenced it is expected to have
duration of approximately nine months, as the requirement to maintain traffic flows on
the existing carriageway will impact construction productivity.

5.10.16

It is expected that Phase 2 will be constructed in two primary stages, the first will be to
construct those areas of the dual carriageway and roundabout outside the existing
highway. The second phase will include works to the existing A43 and will necessitate
traffic management including lane closures and a diversion for northbound traffic to
use Park View.

5.10.17

Typical working days and hours are expected to be Monday to Friday 07:00 to 18:00
and Saturday 07:00 to 13:00.
Construction Compounds

5.10.18

The main construction compound will be located between the existing Overstone
Lane and The Avenue. This will allow access to the compound along Overstone Lane.

5.10.19

There will be two areas utilised for material storage during the construction period.
One will be located approximately halfway along The Avenue on the south side. The
other will be located east of the existing A43 north east of the Overstone Roundabout.
Operation

5.10.20

The proposed Bypass is a highway improvements scheme and access for
pedestrians, cyclists and vehicular traffic is central to the design. The means of
access for various users are described above, in Section 5.
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